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QI.A) Read the first activity, read the extract & then do all the
activities

1. State if the following statements are True or False
i. Chaitanya was a normal boy
ii. Narrator was a special mother
iii. Mother was disturbed by chaitanya's problems.
iv. The narrator was proud of Chaitanya's achievements in School Sport.

When I saw the prizes and read the citation Chaitanya had received, I 

was stupefied in total disbelief, then hugged him and cried unabashedly to 

my hearts content. That day I cried for the first time out of joy and a sense 

of being vindicated. Without practice he had competed with approximately 

1800 children drawn from various schools all over the state. He was 

subsequently selected for the marathon race buc he could not participate 

due to a health problem. "May be next year, he would," I assured myself. 

And I as his proud mother would proudly chronicle his future 

achievements and success to inspire other mothers of the world.

Looking back at my own life, I feel that it is the spirit with which we 

can accept our life gracefully is what matters, ultimately and it is love 

which nourishes us. All other things are unimportant. Chaitanya has made 

me look inwards. His handicap doesn't disturb me, any longer. He and I 

shall live with it and still be happy. The mental strength which he has given 

to me is inexhaustible.

One day as both of us got onto a public transport bus, Chaitanya 

offered to buy the tickets for us. "One full one half', he said to the conductor 

beaming with joy. Looking at him, I wondered whether he was really only a 

half? An incomplete person? Was I really full? Complete in all respects?

(12 Marks)
(02)
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Why au thefSMi normal people feel that they are full and others like 

Chaitanya are hdif or incomplete? Chaitanya's world is complete in itself, 

and innocent while oui* Jives are full of deceit, jealousies, ill feelings.

His words have intrigued me ever since. Whenever l think of 

Chaitanya, I feel he is complete in him self although a little different from 

How could 1 call him only a half? The half incomplete person was myself 

and not him. The distance for the bus was the same for both of us. Only the 

tickets were priced differently. The day the world sees him the way I do it 

will not be a one full or a one half world. It wiii be one full world. A world

pure

us.

full of love, caring and sharing.

2. Complete the sentences by choosing the correct 
information from the extract

i) The philosophy of life focused in the extract is.......:....
ii) Chaitanya's contribution to the mother's life is............

3. Conclusion: "1 feel he is complete in himself although a 
Little different from us. How could I call him only a Half? The 
half incomplete person was my self'
The sentence implies that we should change.........................
(complete it in a paragraph)

4. Find out the ANTONYMS of the words from the extract 
(i) Outward 
(iii) important

5. Write a paragraph on the effect of the message given in 
The extract, on your mind.

6. Do as directed:

(02)

(02)

(02)
(ii) unhappy 
(iv) reject

(02)

i) Was I really full? (Make a statement)
ii) We can accept our life gracefully (Rewrite using “able to") 

QI.B) GRAMMAR: (Do as directed)
i) 1 read interesting story from Mahabharata.

(Insert ARTICLES where necessary & rewrite the sentence)
ii) One of the things that distinguishes 

Power

(03 Marks)

other animals is the 
Speech (Rewrite using appropriate PREPOSITIONS) 

iii) Teacher: How far is your home from your college?
(Change into INDIRECT Narration) *

man

<P



(03 Marks]QIC] Note Making:
Read the extract and make notes with the clues given:

Steamboat Willie, the first Mickey Mouse Cartoon, released on Nov 

18, 1928. Since then, the day is considered the official birthday of the 

world's most famous mouse.
Mickey was born out of necessity when Walt Disney discovered he 

had lost the rights to his previous character Oswald, the Lucky Rabbit. 

Disney had originally named his creation MortimCT- But his wife Lillian 

thought the name was too pompous for a mouse. In the tifst few cartoons, 

Disney himself gave the (voice over) for Mickey. Later, the job W3S done by 

Wayne Allwine who remained the voice of the character for a record 32 

years. Mickey has appeared in more than 120 cartoons films. Nine of his 

films have been nominated for the Oscars, with one "Lend a Paw” winning 

the award in 1942. Since 1930, Mickey has been a popular comic strip 

character as well. In the 1950s, he made his TV debut in "The Mickey Mouse 

Club”. He has appeared in video, computer games and on watches.

This universe consists mainly of his girlfriend Minnie, dog Pluto and 

friends Goofy and Donald Duck, all of whom have their own for following 

A. Creator of Mickey Mouse.........................................

B. Original Name of Mickey Mouse.........................................
C. Oscar Winning Film on Mickey Mouse.........................................

D. First appearance of Mickey on TV.........................................

E. Voiceover for Mickey........................................

F. Mickey's companions........................................
Q.2. POETRY: Read the extract and do the activities that (08 Marks) 

follow:
Old women do not fly on magic wands 
nor make obscure prophecies 
from ominous forests.
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They just sit on vacant park benches
In the quiet evenings
Call doves lay their names
and charm then with grains of maize
or, trembling like waves
they stand in endless queues in
government hospitals
or settle like sterile clouds
in post offices awaiting mail
from their sons abroad, long ago dead. The whisper like drizzles as they 
roam the streets with a lost gaze as though
Something they had thrown up never returned to earth. They shiver like 
December nights in their dreamless sleep on shop verandahs.
1. WEB : Complete the web by listing activities which are-done (02)

which are done by old women.
Activities of Old Womenf

]
2. Poetic Devices : "They whisper like drizzles" Name the figure of Speech in 

the above line and find another example of the same from the extract and 

write it down.

3. Suggest two solutions for the problems of old age people 

(Personal Response)

4. Write any four lines which are based on the theme of the poem. (02) 
(Poetic Creation)

Q3-A) fiapid^Reading : Read the extract and do the activities (04 Marks)

"I know you're interested in detective stories", she wrote during the 

term," and that you fancy yourself a Sherlock Holmes or Elly 

Queen. So what do you make of this strange happening? Last week we 

decided to clear out an old store room that hadn't been opened for years. 

The keys were missing, so we had to break open the lock inside there was a 

lot of old furniture, rotting carpets, dusty files, broken flowers pots, even a

(02)

summer
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mounted tiger's head. There were two or three locked cupboards which 

had to be forced open. Nothing much in the first two but the third cupboard 

£jwe everyone a fright. As Triloki, our billiard marker pulled open the door, 

a skeleton tumbled out! I mean a complete human skeleton. It must have 

been there for twenty years or more. How did it got there and why? If you 

were here you could do some detective work but you'll have to wait for the 

winter holidays. Of course we had to inform the police and they took the 

skeleton away saying they'd have it examined. But I doubt if they'll do much 

about it. Its obviously someone who died long ago-perhaps a hotel guest! 

And someone here decided to hush it up. Suicide, murder, accident, 

probably we will never know? Well, boy-detective that I fancied mys'elf, I 

wrote back to my mother and said. Til solve the case when. I come home 

but was it a man’s skeleton or a womans? And did you find anything else in 

the cupboard?

1. State whether the following statements are True or False (02)

i) The narrator was not interested in detective stories

ii) Narrator's mother opened the storeroom with the keys.

iii) A Skeleton tumbled out from the third cupboard.

iv) The Narrator kngw that it was a man's skeleton
2. Write a1 gist of the extract in about 50 words.

3. B) Read the extract and do the activities
On the following morning, when the flower once more stretched 

forth its tender petals, like little arms towards the air and light the daisy 

recognised the bird's voice, but what it sang sounded so sad. Indeed the 

poor bird had had good reason to be sad for it had been caught and put into 

a cage close by the open window. It song of the happy days when it could 

merrily fly about, of fresh green corn in the fields and of the time when it 

could soar almost upto the clouds. The poor lark was most unhappy as a

(02)

(04 Marks)



prisoner in a cage. The little daisy would have liked so much to help it but 

what could be done? Indeed that was very difficult for such a small flower 

to mid out. It entirely forgot how beautiful everything around it was, how 

warmly the sun was shining and how splendidly white its petals were. It 

could only think of the pocr captive bird for which it could do nothing. 

Then two little boys came out of the garden; one of them had a large sharp 

knife like that with which the girl had cut the' tulips. They came straight 

towards the little daisy which could not understand what they wanted. 

"Here is a fine piece of turf, for the lark", said one of the boys’ and began to 

cut out a square round the daisy so that it remained in the centre of the 

grass. "Pluck the flower off' said the other boy and the daisy trembled for 

fear, for to be pulled off meant death to it; and it wished so much to live as 

it was to go with the square of turf. Into the poor captive lark's cage. "No let 

it stay" said the other boy, "it looks so pretty". And so it stayed and was 

brought into the lark's cage. The poor bird was lamenting its lost liberty 

and beating its wings against the wires and the little daisy could not speak 

or utter a consoling word, much as it would have liked to do so. So the 

forenoon passed.

1. Complete the sentence by choosing the correct information 

from the extract

The bird was sad because (i)

2. Convert the extract into a dialogue between Daisy and Lark (02)

(02)

00

Q4.A) Letter Writing:-

Write a letter to the Manager, BEST, Complaining about the erratic 

and irregular bus services in your area.

B) You have to Interview a young boy who has been (04 marks)

(04 marks)
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Selected to represent India at The Asian Games (Swimming 

Championship). Ask him about his early childhood, inspiration, coach etc. 

prepare a set of 8-10 Questions, for taking his interview.
C) Prepare an'APPEAL* to make the general public aware (04 marks) 

of the need for “Eve Donation”. Make use of the following points:

® Prepare an attractive slogan.

Make a Persuasive Appeal.

Mention the importance of Eye Donation 

Add your own ideas.

D) Information Transfer : The following _______ _
C Pie Charts based on the opinion polls conducted byftombay Times, on

0

the popularity of fast food patronised by people. Give a Verbal explanation 

to it.

<*>

©

©

(04 marks)

■SandwichesIdlis/Dosas

Vada/^
187.

IS7. amburgers
87:*‘7/;7 VA * frankies/RollsPav Bhaji- $

■Pizzas

l *%£ CrZcl
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TERMINAL EXAM 
ORGANIZATION OF COMMERECE AND MANAGEMENT

Marks: 50 
Time: 2 Vz

STD - XII (Commerce)2019-2020

’NOTE: 1) All questionSare compulsory 
2) Neatness carry marks

Q I A) Select the proper option from the options given below and rewrite the 
Con.iplete sentences.

(Marks 5)

1. Wedding planning is an example of________
a) Corporate organization b) Outsourcing c) buying and selling of goods i

2. Business organization can maximize profitability by 
a) Ignoring b) Utilizing c) Minimizing

wastages

3. The President of State Commission is___________ .
a) District court judge b) Supreme court judge c) High court judge

4. In a partnership fi rm every partner is a principal as .well as the 
a) agent b) karta c) partner

5. Principle of ind emnity is applicable to____________,
a) Life insurance b) marine insurance c) all types of insurance

(Marks 5)Q I B) Match the pair s

BA
1) Branch of Philosophy
2) 1986
3) Owned by private company
4) Authorizes payment online
5) Owned by individuals
6) Branch of Social Science
7) 1968 
3) Karta
9) No legal status

a) Consumer protection Act
b) Payment gateway
c) joint Hindu Family Firm
d) Courier Service
e) Pmsiness ethics

(Marks 10)Q II) Distinguish between (Any 2)

1) Partnership and Joint Stock Company
2) Rail Transport and Air Transport
3) Traditional Social Responsibility and Corporate Social Responsibility
4) National Commission and District Forum
5) Bonded Warehouse and Duty paid Warehouse

(Marks 10)QIII) Write Short Notes (Any-2)

1) Types of Banks
2) E-Business
3) Features of Business Ethics
4) Rights of consumers
5) Features of Joint Stock Company

QIV) Sate with reasons whether the following statements are true or false (Any-2)

\

(Marks 10)

1. Maximization of profits is the main motto of co-operative society.
2. Duty paid warehouse help to provide storage of perishable goods.
3. E-business allows you to work across the globe in any field.
4. Providing career opportunities to employees is the responsibility of business
5. Orders issued by District Forum on a complaint is final.

Explain (Any -1)QV) (Marks 10)

1. Define co-operative society. Explain its merits and demerits.
2. Define insurance and explain the principles of insurance



RIZVI COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE & COMMERCE 

FIRST SEMESTER EXAMINATION
Secretarial Practice

MARKS: 50
DURATION: 2Hrs. 30 Min.

CLASS: S.Y.J.C.
DATE:

Note: (1) All Questions are compulsory
(2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

(Marks: 5)Ql:A.SelecI the correct answer from the possible choices given below <& rewrite the statements.

Months of allotment.1. Debenture Certificate must be issued within 
a- Six b- Three c- Nine

2. Depository Act was passed in 
a- 1996 c-1985b-1986

_hoider for getting dividend, 

c- share certificate
3. Dividend warrants are issued to

b- share warranta- coupon

of aggregate of its4. Gove rnment Company may accept deposits from public upto 

paidi up Capital and free reserve, 
a- 30% c- 25%b- 35%

Capital.5. B)ig retail stores required large amount of
b- working c- loana* Fixed

(Marks: 5)B: Write a word, term or phrase which can substitute the following statements.

1- The fund in whic.h unpaid / unclaimed dividend is transferred after expiry of seven days.
2- The highest price quoted by a buyer to buy a specified number of shares or stock at any given time.
3- The authority which has power to accept deposits.
4- The reserve created for the protection of interest of debentures holders.
5- The scheme under which company offers certain shares from new issue to whole time directors, Officers 

and employees of the company.



(Marks: 10)Q 2: Distinguish between. (Any 2)

1- Share Certificate & Share warrant.
2- ^Interim d^vide^d ■& fiinjd dividend. 

*'Fixe(j cental &'Working capital

(Marks*. 10)Q 3: Write Short Notes on the following. (Any 2)

1- Employee Stock Option Scheme.
2- Methods of Redemption of Debenture.

3- Global Depository Receipt.

(Marks: 10)Q 4: State with reasons, whether the following statements are True & False. (Any 2)

1- A company can accept deposits payable on demand.
2- Right Shares are issued to general public.
3- Dividend can be paid on advance amount of calls received.

(Marks: 10)Q 5: Answer the following. (Any 1)
1- Define Preference Shares and explain various types of Preference Shares?
2- Draft a ‘L etter of Allotment’ to Debenture Holder.

BEST OF LUCK
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1st semester Examination 2019-20 

Syjc-commerce mathematics
Marks:50 Time:2:30hrs

NOTE: All questions are compulsory .

Q.Nol: Attempt the following questions, (any seven) 

1) Write the truth values of the following statements.

[14]

a) 2 is rational number and v2 is an irrational number.

b) 2+3---5 or a/2 + V3 = VS

2) Write the dual of the statement pattern (pA~(7)v(~rAc) A(~pvt)

3) Find the rate of change of demand (x) of a commodity with respect to its price (y) if
y = 5 + x2e~x + 2x

4) A wholesaler allows 25% trade discount and 5 % cash discount what will be the net price 
of an article marked at Rsl600?

5) Find the value of x, for which f(x) = x2 — 2logx is increasing

6) Find the present value of an annuity immediate of Rs 18000 p.a for 3 years at 9% p.a 

compound annually .

7) For a bivariate data % -- 53,y = 28,byx = —1.5 and bxy = —0.2.Estimate Y where 

X=50.

8) Three unbiased coins are tossed. Obtain the probability distribution of the number of 

heads obtained.

[12]Q.No2.: Attempt the following questions, (any Four)

1) Differentiate the functions in their respective domain with respect to x, 
y - 5xeC0Sxtan~1x .

2"fA=U 2
^jshow that A2 — SA + 7I = Q and hence find A 1

3) Information of vehicles (in thousands) passing through seven different highways during a
day(x) and number of accidents reported (y) is given as follows^Xi = 105 = 409,

n=7 YXi2 = 1681 Yi2 = 39350,£ = 8075 obtained the linear regression of Y on X.

4) For the following probability distribution of x , find i) value of k ii) p(x>2), p(x<3)



5) Write the converse, inverse and contrapositive of the following statement: the crop will 
be destroyed if there is a flood.

Q.No3: Attempt the following questions, (any Three)

1) Construct the switching circuit of the statement [pv(~pA<7)]v[(~qAr)v~p]

2) Solve the following equations by the method of inversion 5x-y+4z=5, 2x+3y+5z=2 and 
5x-2y+6z=-l.

3) Find the minimum average cost for the output X, if the cost function is given as 

c = — + 17x + 100 also find marginal cost at that output.

4) !f X = —~ and Y = 3(~~), then show that — =
i+t2 vi+t2' dx

[12]

-9 x 
4 ' y

[12]Q.No4: Attempt the following questions, (any Three)

1) A bill of Rs25500 was drawn on 18th February 2006 for 9 months. It was encashed on 28th 

june 2006 at 5% p.a. calculate the banker's gain and true discount.

2) From the given two regression equation find r,x~cmd y

3) A person sets up a sinking fund in order to have RslO lakh after 10 years for his children's 

education .how much amount should be set a side, bi-annually into an account paying 5% 
p.a compounded, semi annually? [Given (1 + 0.025)20 = 1.675]

4) A random variable x has the following probability distribution

4y=9x+15, 25x=6y+7

3210-1-2X
k0.32kk 0.2P(X=x) 0.1

Find i) the value of K ii) calculate mean and variance of x
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FIRST TERM EXAMINATION 2019-20

CLASS: SYJ'C MARKS: 50SUB: ECONOMICS TIME: 2:30 HRS

Ql, A) Fill in the blanks with appropriate alternatives given in the brackets.
Utility is the utility derived from the last unit of commodity consumed. 

(Average/ total/ zero/ marginal)
2. Wh'an the price of petrol goes up, demand of cars will--------------- .

(Rise/ fall/ not change/ remain unchanged)
-----------factor of production.
(Real/ natural/ artificial/ free)

4. Paper purchased by a publisher is------------------ .
(Intermediate good/ final good/ consumer good/ service)

B) State whether the following statements are true or false.
1. Micro Economic theory assumes full employment.
2. Supply is indirectly related to price.
3. In a monopoly market, f irm and industry are the same.
4. Macro economic adop ts lumping method.

C) Match the following

04
1.

3. Ca pital is a

04

04

Group A Group B
1.Point of satiety a. complementary goods
2. car and pet>:ol b. monopoly
3. product dif ferentiation c. maximum total utility
4.Macro economics d. monopolistic competition

e. general equilibrium

0602. A) Distinguish between any three
1. Stock and supply
2. Perfect competition and monopoly.
3. Land and capital
4. Insurable risk and non-insurable risk
5. Gross national product and net national product 

Bj Define or explain the following concepts any three
1. Partial equilibrium 2. Knowledge utility 3. Marginal cost 
4. Selling cost 5. Macro economics 6. Personal income 

<03. Answer the following question for any two
1. What are the features of utility?
2. What are the determinants of supply?
3. Explain the features of perfect competition.
4. Explain the income method of measuring national income.

Q4. Write short notes on any two
1. Geometric method.
2. Ty pes of monopoly.
3. Features of land.
4. Circular flow of national income.

Q5. Answer in detail for any one
State and explain the law of supply. What are the assumptions of this law? 

2. Explain in detail the functions of an entrepreneur.

06

08

10

08

********:****** +



R.C.A.S.C.
Terminal Exam Nov.2019 

Subject: B.K. & A/C
Time: 2.30 Hrs MM: 50Class :12th

Qus. 1: A) Answer in 1 Sentence (5)

1) Who is Drawer

2) What is due date of Bill.

3) Who is called insolvent Person.

4) When is the gain Ratio to be calculated

5) What is bad Debts.

Ques. b) Prepare a format of a bill of exchange from the following information
(5)

1) Drawer :
2) Drawee :
3) Payee
4) Date of Bill :
5) Period of Bill :
6) Date of Acceptance
7) Amount of Bill :

Ramesh Patil, Shivaji Peth, Kolhapur 
Ranjit Kale, Laxmi Road, Pune 
Suresh More, Ram Nagar, Sangli 
5th March, 2019 
3 Months.
8th March 2019 
Rs. 12,000

Ques. c) Select the most appropriate alternative from those given below and 
rewrite the statement. (5)

1) Wages paid for installation of machinery should be debited to 
a) Machinery b) Wages

account.
c) Trading d) Profit & Loss

2) The Profit or loss from revaluation of assets and liabilities on retirement of a 
partner is shared by____________ .
a) All Partners b) the Remaining Partners c) only the retiring Partner 
d) none of these

3) There are 
a) Two
4) The interest on drawings is transferred to 

b) credit

parties to the bill of exchange.
c) Four d) five

_side of the profit and loss Account, 
d) liability

b) Three

a) debit c) Assets

extra days are allowed over and above the period of the bill.
c) Five

5)
a) Two d) Tenb) Three



Question No.: 2

The Balance Sheet of Triveni Traders is as Follows. Partner Share profits 

and losses as 5 : 2 : 3

Balance Sheet as on 31st March, 2012

AmountAssetsAmountLiabilities
Capital
Nayna
Neena
Dolly

16,000
20,000
10,200

Plant & Machinery 
Factory Building 
Stock 
Debtors

18,000 
16,000 
8,800

8,400
8,000
6,200

(400)10,600
7,000

(-) RDDCreditors 
General Pveserve Cash

60,40060,400

Neena retired from the business on 01st April, 2012 on the following 
terms:-

1) The Assets are revalued as under
i) Stock at Rs. 14,000/- ii) Factory Building is appreciated by 10%
iii) Reserve for doubtful debts is to be increased upto Rs.500
iv) Plant and Machinery is to be depreciated by 10%

2) the Goodwill of the retiring partner is valued at Rs. 4,000/- and the 
remaining partners decided that goodwill be written back in their new 
profit sharing ration which will be 5:3

3) Neena is be paid Rs. 2,220 is cash on her retirement and the balance is 
to be transferred to her loan account. Prepared : Revaluation Account, 
Capital Account & Balance Sheet of Firm. (10)



Question No.: 3

Sadhana, Seema and Kalpana were carrying on business. The Profit 
sharing ration 3:1:2.

Balance Sheet as on 31st March, 2012

Liabilities Amount Assets Amount
Capital Account 
Kalpana
Land & Building 
Motor Car 
Machinery 
Stock
Investments 
Bill Receivable 
Cash

Capital Account
Sadhana
Seema
Reserve Fund 
Sadhana's Loan 
Creditors 
Bills Payable

24.000
16.000 
3,000 
9,200
41.900
5.900

8,000
29,700
16,200
22,500
3,900
10,000
6,300
3,400

1,00,000 1,00,000

Kalpana was declare insolvent by the court and was able to bring Rs. 1,000 
only on this date the firm was dissolved and the results of realisations were 
as under:

1) Sadhana took over Bills receivable at a discount of Rs. 1,300 and 
agreed to pay Bills payable at Rs. 9,400 in full.
ii) The assets realised as under : Land & Building Rs. 18,900, Motor Car 
Rs. 3,800/- less, machinery Rs. 1,300/- more, investments at 18% less than 
book value, stock was sold for Rs. 1,700/-
iii) Sundry Creditors ware paid off less Rs. 1,900 as discount.
iv) Sadhana's loan was discharged in full together with interest payable of 
Rs. 800/-
v) Realisation expenses were Rs. 1,500/-
Prepare necessary ledger accounts to close the books of the firm 
distributing capital deficiency of insolvent partner, if any, among other 
solvent partners in profit sharing ratio.

(10)



Question No.: 4

From the Following Tria! Balance of Sharma & Varma, sharing Profit & 

Losses in their Capital Ratio.

Trial Balance as on 31 st March. 2013

AmountCreditAmountDebit
28;000
1,75,000
17,500
1,800

Capital Account
Sharma
Varma

Stock on 1st April, 2012
Purchases
Salaries
Unproductive Wages 
Carriage 
Royalties 
Freight
Printing & Stationery 
Sundry Debtors 
Furniture
Leasehold property
Investment
Travelling expenses
Advertisement (3 Years)
Bad debts
Discount
Cash

90,000
60,000

30,000
3.500
24.500 
2,26,750

Creditors 
Rent Received 
Bank Overdraft 
Sales

1,200
2,500
1,400
2,100
40.000
20.000
95.000
35.000 
1,750 
4,275 
1,425
8,00
7,000

4,34,7504,34,750

Additional Information
1. Closing stock was valued Rs. 38,000.
2. Provide R.D.D. at 5% on debtors and reserve for discount on debtors 

at 3%
3. Good worth Rs. 5,000 destroyed by fire and insurance company 

admitted a claim of Rs. 4,300.
4. Rent of Rs. 800/- is still receivable from the tenant.
5. Depreciate furniture at 12% p.a.

Prepared : Trading Account, profit & loss Account, Capital Account and 
Balance Sheet.

(15)


